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Abstract—For the quantitation of cerebral blood flow (CBF)
15
using H2 O PET, the measurement of arterial input function
(AIF) is essential. In this study, for the simplified quantitation,
we present a method for the blind and noninvasive extraction
of carotid input function (CIF) from dynamic PET images. On
15
15
8 healthy volunteers, the PET scans of C O and H2 O were
sequentially performed with arterial blood sampling using β 15
detector. With the inhalation of C O gas, dynamic PET data
was acquired. And then after the injection of H215O, dynamic
15
PET scans of H2 O was perform. For 4 subjects, PET data for
both rest and Acetazolamide (ACZ)-induced stress states were
acquired, respectively. In the transverse dynamic images of
15
15
C O and H2 O, the regions of dynamic images including
carotid artery were selected by masking. Non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) algorithm was used to extract the CIF
from the selected dynamic images. The partial volume
15
correction estimated from dynamic C O image, was applied to
the extracted CIF. Whole brain CBF was estimated by kinetic
analysis based on single compartment model. The error was
analyzed using the area under the curve (AUC) and estimated
CBF. NMF provided the good separation of the component of
15
15
CIF from others in both images of C O and H2 O. The shape
of estimated CIF by NMF was similar with AIF measured by
blood sampling. The AUC between the measured AIF and the
estimated CIF was not so different at both rest and ACZ states.
The difference of CBF before and after the injection of ACZ
was also same between the measured AIF and the estimated
CIF. These results show that NMF technique may be a tool for
the noninvasive extraction of carotid input function, and this
carotid input function might be used in the noninvasive
15
quantitation of CBF using H2 O PET.
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I.

study of cerebral blood flow (CBF) using
InHtheOquantitative
PET and kinetic analysis, the measurement of
15
2

arterial input function (AIF) is essential for the accurate
estimation of CBF. Since it is difficult to obtain the AIF
information from brain PET image, AIF for the CBF
estimation has been usually obtained by additional
measurement using arterial blood sampling or β-detector,
which are invasive and cumbersome to both patient and
clinician in practice. So far there were many works to obtain
input function non-invasively in PET study [1]-[10]. There
were several studies for the noninvasive extraction of input
function [11]-[12] or the direct quantitation of functional
parameter using brain PET image [13]-[17], to overcome the
inconveniences due to the additional measurement of AIF. In
this study, we present a method for the noninvasive
estimation of CBF using carotid input function (CIF), which
was non-invasively extracted from the dynamic H215O PET
images.
II. METHODS
A. Data Acquisition
1) Dynamic PET Scan
PET scans of C15O and H215O (ECAT EXACT 47,
Siemens-CTI, Knoxville, TN) were performed on 8 healthy
volunteers with arterial blood sampling using β-detector,
respectively. After a transmission scan, with the inhalation
(~ 1 min) of C15O gas, dynamic emission data was obtained
with 19 frames (5 sec × 12 + 15 sec × 8 + 60 sec × 1 + 240
sec). And then, after the slow bolus (~20 sec) injection of
1110 MBq H215O, dynamic PET was performed with 24
frames (5 sec × 12 + 15 sec × 8 + 30 sec × 4) at rest state.
For 4 subjects among the above volunteers, additional
dynamic H215O emission scan was acquired with the
injection of Acetazolamide (ACZ), using same protocol. AIF
acquired by β-detector was corrected for the physical decay,
delay, and dispersion, and then converted to the PET image
counts using calibration factor.
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2) Image Reconstruction
PET data were reconstructed to the dynamic images by
OSEM algorithm (iteration = 6, subset = 16), including
measured attenuation correction. After the reconstruction,
Post smoothing by gaussian filter (kernel size = 6 mm) was
applied to reconstructed dynamic images.
B. Non-negative matrix factorization algorithm
In this study, we employed the non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) algorithm for the blind separation of the
physiological components of carotid artery and surrounding
tissue. NMF algorithm is a kind of independent subspace
analysis (ISA) [18]. This algorithm is based on the statistical
model with Poisson noise, and uses the non-negative (e.g.
positive) constraint, which is the characteristics of
physiological parameters, in the process of matrix
factorization. NMF approximately factorizes the n × m
image data (V) into W (n × r) and H (r × m) matrices, with
assumption of V≈WH. In the factorization process, the
following equations are used for the update the information.

Wia ← Wia
Wia ←

Viµ
(WH ) iµ

µ

D. Estimation of partial volume correction factor from
C15O image
CIF of C15O gas study was obtained with the same
procedure of H215O study, except for the duration of frame
summing (1~3 min) for masking the region of carotid artery
(Fig. 1(a)), and the number of component (= 1) in the
masked dynamic data. Extracted CIF of C15O was compared
with AIF of C15O obtained by β-detector, and the scale factor
for partial volume correction was calculated as the ratio of
the area under the curves (AUC) of CIF and AIF.

H aµ

Wia
W ja

(1)

j

H aµ ← H aµ

µ

Wia

Viµ
(WH ) iµ

C. Extraction of carotid input function from H215O image
The dynamic H215O images of initial 8 frames (during 40
sec) were summed to single frame image to clarify the region
of carotid artery. In the transverse slices of the summed
image (Fig. 1(b)), the rectangular mask was put on the
region including CA (Fig. 2(a)), and applied to whole
dynamic images (Fig. 2(b)). The masked dynamic images
were used in the extracting CIF. The dynamic data of 4dimension (plane × slice × frame) was transformed to 2dimensional data (V in the above equation, frame × pixel),
which is corresponding to time activity curve (TAC)(W in
the above equation) on pixel basis (H in the above equation).
The component of CIF was extracted from the masked
dynamic data, by NMF algorithm with the assumption of
only 2 components (CIF and surrounding tissue). The
activity of CIF was restored by multiplying the activity of
CIF component image to the time weight curve (TWC) of
CIF component, which was calculated as the mean activity
value within the area estimated by the 90% threshold of
maximum value of CIF component image. The partial
volume correction was applied on the CIF because of the
intrinsic count loss of CA activity due to the relatively
smaller size of carotid artery (≤ 5 mm of radius) than
FWHM (~ 6 mm) of PET scanner. The procedure of
extracting CIF is explained schematically in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Frame-summed images of C15O and H215O for masking area of carotid
artery. (a) C15O image summed with the images from 13th to 21 th frames. (b)
H215O image summed the images from 1st to 8th frames.

Fig. 2. Selection of carotid artery region from summed H215O image. (a)
Drawing the mask of rectangular shape on the region including carotid artery.
(b) Matrix data selected by mask, which was used for the further processing.

16.4 ± 19.4% for ACZ-induced stress state (Fig. 8). The CBF
by CIF showed the good relationship with that by AIF (r =
0.85, CBFCIF = 1.27×CBFAIF – 0.05)(Fig. 9). The increase of
CBF due to ACZ was almost same for both input function
(29.1 ± 12.0% for AIF and 27.4 ± 22.0% for CIF).

Fig. 3. Data processing flow of extracting CIF from the H215O dynamic brain
PET image.

E. Data Analysis
The data with initial 90 sec was used in the analysis. AUC
of estimated CIF was compared with that of measured AIF,
for accuracy evaluation. Whole brain CBF was estimated
using the brain time activity curve (TAC) obtained by region
of interest (ROI), drawn on the single slice of mid-brain. AIF
and CIF were applied to the CBF estimation by kinetic
analysis based on single compartment model [19] using
equation (2), respectively.

CT (t ) = f ⋅ Ca ⊗ e − f ⋅t / p

(2)

where CT(t) is tissue TAC, Ca(t) is input TAC, f is CBF, and
p is partition coefficient which was fixed to 0.8. The values
of CBF with both AIF and CIF were compared, and the
amount of CBF increase due to ACZ was also calculated
between AIF and CIF.
III.

Fig. 4. Both components of CIF and surrounding tissue, extracted from
H215O dynamic images, by NMF algorithm. (a) TWC and basis image of CIF
component, (b) TWC and basis image of surrounding tissue component.

Fig. 5. Comparison of measured AIF and estimated CIF in the C15O study.
In this case, the scale factor for partial volume effect was 0.26.

RESULTS

NMF provided the good separation of component of CIF
from the other components surrounding carotid artery of
H215O data, in both TWC shape and component image (Fig.
4). The estimated CIF was similar with measured AIF, in
both of C15O (Fig. 5) and H215O (Fig. 6) studies, although
there were the small underestimations of activities after the
peak point in H215O CIF (Fig. 6). The scale factor for partial
volume correction estimated from dynamic C15O images was
0.24 ± 0.03. AUC of H215O CIF was a little underestimated
overall. The difference of CIF was 9.1 ± 5.2% for the rest,
8.7 ± 7.6% for the ACZ-induced stress state, and totally 9.0
± 5.8%, in comparison with that of AIF (Fig. 7). The values
of CBF by CIF were 0.40 ± 0.06 ml/g/min and 0.56 ± 0.14
ml/g/min at rest and ACZ states, respectively, which were
higher than those by AIF (0.34 ± 0.03 ml/g/min for rest and
0.48 ± 0.06 ml/g/min for ACZ), by 15.5 ± 11.6% for rest and
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Fig. 6. The shapes of measured AIF and estimated CIF of H215O study at rest
state.

promising for the blind extraction of physiological
component in the PET study. And we need a further study to
get the data of better image quality, for the more accurate
non-invasive estimation of CIF in H215O study.
In conclusion, NMF algorithm was applicable to the blind
extraction of carotid input function in the H215O brain study,
and this non-invasive method for CIF extraction might be
useful in the quantitative estimation of CBF in the H215O
study.
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